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This is Jamie.

Jamie is creating a 3D model for one of his classes.
If you were Jamie, what would you like to do with your model?

Go to PollEv.com/scholarworks and type your answers
Section 106 of the U.S. Copyright Law grants authors exclusive rights:

- *to reproduce the copyrighted work* in copies or phonorecords
- *to prepare derivative works* based upon the copyrighted work
- *to distribute copies* or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending
- In the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and motion pictures and other audiovisual works, *to perform* the copyrighted work publicly
- In the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works, including the individual images of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, *to display* the copyrighted work publicly
- In the case of sound recordings, *to perform* the copyrighted work publicly by means of a digital audio transmission
Jamie wants to show people what he made.
That’s great! Let’s use Creative Commons!

Um…what’s Creative Commons?
What’s in it for Jamie?
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Creative Commons Chooser Tool
How else can you add a Creative Commons license?

Creative Commons License

For information about Creative Commons and how to choose a license, watch this video.

Select what others can and can't do:

- **Attribution**
  Others can distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work as long as they credit you for the original creation.

- **Non Commercial**
  Others can not use your work commercially.

- **No derivatives**
  Others can redistribute as long as it is passed along unchanged and in whole.

- **Share alike**
  Others can remix, tweak, and build upon your work as long as they license their new creations under the Identical terms.
Your Turn!

Read the scenario given to your group.

Use the Creative Commons chooser tool to create a license.

How would you display this license?

Share with the group what you’ve chosen.
Boise State University is a public research institution in Boise, Idaho. Founded in 1902 by the Episcopal Church, it became an independent junior college in 1934, and has been awarding baccalaureate and master degrees since 1965.[2] With nearly 23,000 students, Boise State has the largest enrollment of higher education institutions in the state of Idaho.[3]

Boise State offers 201 degrees in 190 fields of study and has more than 100 graduate programs, including the MBA and MACC programs in the College of Business and Economics, Masters and PhD programs in the Colleges of Engineering, Arts & Sciences, and Education; and the MPA program in the College of Social Sciences & Public Affairs.
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What does it mean if you don’t chose a license?
Your Turn – Get Creative!

Brainstorm a list of your creations that you might want to distribute using a Creative Commons license.

Which license would work for you?
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